Virtual Marine Laboratory

Wind load pressure field

Virtual Marine Laboratory
Our technical analysis team has gathered
a vast range of know-how and is always
developing better methods to guarantee
the best possible outcome. We have experience in completing various demanding
projects, including:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Hydrodynamics, Aerodynamics
Propeller optimization and cavitation
Marine energy saving systems
Energy saving solutions, exhaust gas
scrubbers
HVAC simulations
Exhaust system explosion analysis
Blast, explosion, impact, fire and smoke
propagation
Vibration studies including added water
mass
Fluid-Structure Interaction
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General and detailed analysis of ship hydroand aerodynamics helps to:
■■ Minimize hull resistance, improve ship fuel
economy
■■ Improve passenger comfort
■■ Identify shortcomings and improvements
early in the design cycle
■■ Reduce or replace model testing
■■ Design model test programs
■■ Achieve regulatory limits

Process Flow Solution is part of Elomatic Group

Virtual Marine Laboratory

Full scale wind tunnel simulation
for gas dispersion analysis.
Ballast tank simulations are
part of seakeeping tests.
DNV regulations of exhaust system gas
explosions are met with simulation

Detailed understanding
of tunnel flow conditions
can be achieved for boiler
and bypass damper development

Optimization of bow thrusters
for reduction of hull resistance

Detailed comfort information
for local improvements

Propulsion open water tests

Indoor thermal analysis, predicted
percentage of dissatisfied persons

Propulsor performance development

A part of seakeeping tests. DNV regulations
for moon pools are met with simulation.

Thermal management of engine room

Full scale active wake for propeller design purposes

Virtual towing tank: self propulsion test

Virtual tank tests
Virtual towing tank tests
Based on the IMO rules, our virtual towing tank
tests include:
■■ Resistance tests, with and without appendages
■■ Propulsion tests with desired propellers,
design or draft (stock) propeller
■■ Streamline test for optimum inclination
of bow thrusters openings, fin-stabilizer
openings and bilge keels. Shaft brackets
and bossings or pods can be included.
■■ Short propulsion tests for example to find
out the optimum turning tilt direction of
propellers and the rudder neutral steering
angle at the speed range of interest
■■ Short trim tests (propulsion tests) with final hull in order to find out the effect of
trim on propulsion power
■■ 3D wake measurement
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■■ Open water tests for final propellers
■■ Cavitation tests and calculation of propeller induced pressure pulses in the most
critical conditions.

Virtual cavitation tank
and tunnel tests
Virtual cavitation tunnel tests are designed to
aid propulsor design.
■■ Propeller open water test examples
–– One rev. speed, close to final
–– Different flow velocities for J
–– Results in nondimensional form, Kt and
Kq by J
■■ Cavitation test
–– Back body and effective wake included
–– Bubble, sheet, propeller-hull/tip/hub
vortex, cloud, blade root, cavitation

Virtual Marine Laboratory

M/S Carnival SunShine virtual tank
cavitation test with working CRP propeller.

Virtual seakeeping tests
■■ Wave induced motion control (6dof )
–– Roll damping: with and without fin stabilizers, bilge keels, rudders, skegs and
antiroll tanks
■■ Non-linear motions
–– Events driven by GM variation
–– Sudden heel angle increasement
■■ Wave impact loads
–– Green water collapse: slamming, bow
loads, safe boats etc.
–– Aft slamming
■■ Added resistance
–– Motion control devices impact on the
resistance
–– Shallow and deep water resistances
–– Wave/wind, ship motion and added resistance, drift and steering
–– Propeller loading
–– Loss of thrust
–– Ventilation, propeller tip suction
–– Relative wave elevation

–– Speed loss determination (service margin)
–– Propeller characteristics
–– Increase of hull resistance

Virtual manoeuvring tests
Manoeuvring tests are divided into IMO standard manoeuvres and additional manoeuvres.
IMO standard manoeuvres:
■■ Zig-zag tests
–– 10°/10° to both sides
–– 20°/20° to both sides
■■ Turning circle test
–– 35° rudder angle
–– Full astern stopping test
Additional manoeuvres:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Spiral test
Reverse spiral test
Pull-out manoeuvre
Very small zig-zag manoeuvre
Harbour and low speed, crabbing
Pole test with thrusters

Wind load results provide information
for a good design, for instance a
propulsion system design and
a manoeuvrability studies.

Wind flow simulation,
Mein Schiff 5. Once built
in detail, the simulation model
can be used for many different purposes.

Up-close view of Mein Schiff 5 upper decks wind flow
model. A high level of details is often needed.

Virtual wind tunnel
The simulation of ship aerodynamics replaces or extends traditional wind tunnel tests
and generates a deeper understanding of the
tests. A wind tunnel test performed with simulation can be similar to traditional methods,
and is thus comparable to these. The benefits
of the full scale simulation are clear. It is the

only method that can investigate real ship
performance overall and in detail before it
is manufactured and identify the real wind
profile impacts or harbour manoeuvring. The
ship velocity relative to the sea is also included in the flow behaviour detected in the aerodynamics.

Virtual structural laboratory
elomatic provides structural analysis services
for different fields of industry. The scope of
project may vary from a nonlinear strength
analysis of a single part of the structure to a dimensioning study for the entire structure and
coupled Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) analysis. Our services also cover design and development of the customer’s calculation methods
and routines.
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Fluid-structure interaction
In a fully-coupled FSI analysis the two-way interaction between a solid structure and its surrounding fluids is taken into account in a single
simulation model. If the interactions of fluid
and structure are significant, this is usually the
only way of capturing realistic physical behavior.

Virtual Marine Laboratory

A helicopter platform study
provides information about
the turbulences above a helicopter deck, flight path and
instructions to the pilot.

Contact
Juha Tanttari
Lead Consulting Engineer
Tel. +358 2 412 4167
Mob. +358 40 900 4598
Itäinen Rantakatu 72
20810 Turku, Finland
juha.tanttari@elomatic.com

Evaluation of passenger
comfort based on local wind
speeds on a cruise vessel
(TUI Cruises).

Fredrik Bergström
Design Manager
Tel. +358 2 412 4164
Mob. +358 40 900 4592
Itäinen Rantakatu 72
20810 Turku, Finland
fredrik.bergstrom@elomatic.com

Full-scale gas dispersion
analysis for MS Viking Grace

Santeri Kallionpää
Sales Manager
Tel. +358 10 395 7663
Mob. +358 40 900 4506
Vaisalantie 2
02130 Espoo, Finland
santeri.kallionpaa@elomatic.com

Optimisation of the bow thruster tunnels

One example of the several FSI studies carried
out at Elomatic is an explosion simulation: The
propagation of a pressure front, and its effect
– including damage – on the surrounding sol-

id structure are simulated. The effects of water interaction on the dynamic behaviour of
structures can also be studied with this more
detailed method.

Marine energy saving systems
We have developed a sophisticated analysis
method to carry out an Air Lubrication System
analysis (ALS). Some of the possibilities are:
■■ Energy Saving Estimation analysis for a selected vessel
■■ Air flow rates for different operational
speeds and positioning of the air supply
devices
■■ The risk analysis for air entrance into the
propellers
■■ Detection of the lubrication air spread in
the flat bottom area and stern

■■ Amount of air fed into system vs. power required for the air supply vs. air behaviour
under the hull

Appendages
Variety of different appendages can be optimized for better performance
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

The bow thruster tunnels
Fin stabilizers
Bilge keels
Sea chest
Stern thrusters
Head boxes

Air bubbles are fed under the hull and their
behaviour is simulated. The simulation accuracy has been proven in practice.
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Elomatic is a leading European consulting and
engineering company. Our close to 1000 professionals work in machinery and equipment
manufacturing, pharmaceutical, process, energy, offshore and marine industry projects.
We offer consulting, engineering, product development and project management services
as well as products and turnkey solutions to
industrial and public sector customers.
The cornerstones of our success are customers
that are leaders in their respective fields and
professional, customer-oriented and motivated personnel.
■■Technical Consulting
■■Engineering
■■Project Management
■■Product and Service Development
■■Products & Turnkey Solutions
■■Software Development
■■Design Software Solutions

Key customer segments
■■Marine & Offshore
■■Oil & Gas
■■Pharmaceuticals
■■Process Industries
■■Energy
■■Foodstuffs industry
■■Starch and Potato Processing
■■Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing

Contact information
We operate globally and have clients in over
80 countries. Our offices are located in Finland, China, India, Italy, Kazakhstan, the Netherlands, Poland, Russia and the UAE.
Elomatic – Headquarters
Itäinen Rantakatu 72, 20810 Turku, Finland
Tel. +358 (0)2 412 411
info@elomatic.com
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